Towards a New Structure for EPS
A summary of the consultative document discussed at Council

Financing the New Structure
The proposed restructuring aims to reduce the difference in fees per member between large and small NS while providing strong and stable financial backing. The change, over to a fully FMS configuration — which could occur gradually and with no major change in by-laws — would involve each NS paying an EPS fee (essentially today’s unit fee) for every member registered with EPS. There would be a fee reduction above a certain number of members to allow for redundancy where large societies provide some EPS services. Levels of 5000 and 10,000 members were suggested so this would only affect the Institute of Physics (UK) and the German Physical Society.

Well-defined projects requiring capital investment would be submitted to tender to NS, to foundations with interests in physics, and to commercial organisations.

The new structure corresponds to a change in the Society’s income of +70 to -280 kSFR. The estimated range is large as there are many considerations which still need to be clarified. Both limits are 70 kSFR less than those given in the restructuring document where income from east and central Europe and the former Soviet Union was counted twice by mistake. The limits assume:

a) Fee income: Associate Members — contributions unaffected. Individuals and NS—IOM fees of 212 kSFR (3932 IOM’s) + NS fees of 414 kSFR (for 56,540 NS members) = 626 kSFR change to FMS fees of 658 kSFR for 56,540 registered members. The 56,540 membership is an average of the current declared number (54,807) with a revision upwards based on a survey by The Netherlands Physical Society. The net increase of 32 kSFR assumes a FMS fee corresponding to 50% of the proposed unit fee (13.50 SFR) for more than 10,000 members. More precise estimates must allow for: possible reductions in the 10,000 limit, deferral of fee payments by NS in east and central Europe and compensating contributions by other NS, and growth in registered members above the 56,540 level being offset by a fall-off in NS membership stemming from a possible increase in the NS fee if NS choose to modify their fees on becoming FMS.

Supporting members — that 10-50% of today’s IOM’s together with all of the present IOM’s not affiliated to NS (Cat. 4a) would contribute 20-100 kSFR in total.

d) Europhysics News: that the net cost of Europhysics News, including a major part of the costs for communicating with members and the enlarged Divisions, will increase by 200 kSFR for the production and bulk distribution of 60,000 copies of the present publication to NS for local distribution. This increase allows for increased income from advertising, subscriptions and bulk orders.

c) Administration: that possible savings in administering IOM memberships of 90 kSFR may be completely offset by the need to increase support for Divisions.

d) Growth: that the Society’s income outside Europhysics News and FMS fees would grow by 5-10%.

Uppsala University
announces an opening for a
Lecturer in Quark Physics

The Department of Radiation Sciences, Uppsala University, invites applications for this post by June 1, 1992. The successful candidate will be expected to participate in experimental and/or theoretical research in elementary particle physics. The teaching obligations will be limited during the first six years to approximately one course (100 hours) annually. After six years the amount of teaching will be negotiable.

Uppsala University has a vigorous activity in experimental and theoretical research in the most advanced topics of particle physics. There are groups working at CERN in LEP, on LHC planning, and in the NMC/SMC experiment. In house, there is a research programme at the local accelerator CELSIUS, where rare meson decays will be measured. The detector, WASA, is near completion. A new laboratory for detector research at CELSIUS is planned. Sweden is participating in the planning of a neutrino telescope. Uppsala is involved in astroparticle theory and the telescope prototype design. Other theoretical activities include the phenomenology of the standard model and beyond, the early universe, and more formal subjects as well. At present thirty scientists and graduate students are working in these projects. The lecturership is open to any candidate in the fields mentioned above.

The application should be directed to the Rector of Uppsala University, at the following address: The Registrar’s Office, Uppsala University Box 256, S-751 05 Uppsala, Sweden.

It should contain a) curriculum vitae, b) written account of research and teaching activities with special emphasis on items which are judged to be relevant for the post, c) certified list of degrees d) list of publications and d) other documents that the applicant wants to submit. Reprints of ten (considered the most important) published scientific articles should be submitted at the latest on June 21.

More information can be obtained by contacting: Professor Gunnar Tibell,
Department of Radiation Sciences, Box 535, S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden.
(Tel.: +46 18 18 38 49; Fax: +46 18 18 36 33)